North Central Energy Plant (N. CEP)
Central Campus

September 14th, 2018
Current Activities - Exterior

North Central Energy Plant

- General construction clean-up ongoing.
- Exterior punchlist ongoing.
Current Activities – Exterior
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- Bathroom final painting complete.
- Fan install complete.
Current Activities - Exterior
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- AC Install completed.
- Office final painting complete.
Current Activities - Exterior
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- Phase 6 complete.
Current Activities – Cooling Tower
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- System tests ongoing.
Current Activities – 1st Floor
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- Floor grinding and painting started and ongoing.
- Chilled Water Mechanical Piping Jacketing completed.
Current Activities – 1st Floor
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- Electrical Equipment Turn-on started.
Current Activities – 2nd Floor
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- Condenser Piping insulating completed.
Current Activities – Giles
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- Phase 4 backfill for storm complete.
- Four Pipe System from giles sealed.
- Erosion Control completed.
Current Activities – Charlottetown and 5th Bore Pits
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- Receiving Pit for underground mechanical piping completed.
- Backfilling completed.
Current Activities – Charlottetown and 5th Bore Pits
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- Receiving Pit erosion control Installed.
Current Activities – Charlottetown and 5th Bore Pits
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- Boring site underground mechanical piping installation completed.
- Backfill completed.
Current Activities – Charlottetown and 5th Bore Pits
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- Boring Side Erosion Control Set.
Site Logistics Plan

Our Passion is Building®
North Central Energy Plant

Project Milestones / Weekly Activities

**Week of September 17th – September 21st**

- Phases 4 and 5 of underground 4-pipe system complete – per Site Logistics Plan.
- Erosion Control and General Site Clean-up Complete.
- Re-dig Phase 4 Ditch in Front of Giles.
- Continue Chiller Start-up.
- Complete grinding and painting of 1st Floor.
- Complete work inside Giles Mechanical Room for CWHW Mechanical Piping (Phase 5)